Sisterhood

“To cherish friendship with but a chosen few and to study the perfecting of those friendships.”

Our sisters have diverse interests and we have chosen Alpha Gamma Delta as our common ground. We have a range of studies from engineering, psychology majors, and everything in between. Over 75% of sisters are involved in other organizations and several hold leadership roles. We encourage participation in other organizations in all capacities on campus.

We hold at least one large sisterhood event every month and one chapter retreat each semester. At retreat, we do sisterhood and team building activities to strengthen the bonds of our sisterhood.

Our Symbols

Alpha Gamma Delta was established in 1904 at Syracuse University. It became part of the sorority life at Tech in 1979.

We are located at 1015 College Ave, Houghton, MI, 49931.
Scholarship

“To gain understanding that wisdom may be vouchsafed to me.”

In Alpha Gamma Delta, we highly value scholarship. We have had the highest Sorority GPA 14 times over the last 8 years.

Spring 2021 GPA: 3.44

Our international headquarters has rewarded us for our achievements with the following awards: Honor Roll for Scholarship Progress award and the Rose Bowl for overall scholastic achievement.

GPA requirement: 2.5

Members must maintain a 2.5 GPA to stay in academic good standing. As a chapter, we “Strive for Pi,” a semester GPA of 3.14, and members who reach Pi are rewarded with dinner from one of our advisors.

Philanthropy

“To welcome the opportunity of contributing to the world’s work in the community where I am placed because of the joy of service thereby bestowed and the talent of leadership multiplied.”

Alpha Gamma Delta’s philanthropy is focused on fighting hunger.

Alpha Gamma Delta chapters across the country completed 60,855 hours for fighting hunger in the 2019 - 2020. At Michigan Tech, we work with 31 backpacks, Little Brothers Friends of the Elderly, HuskyFAN, and several other local and national charities. As a chapter, we completed 454.25 service hours and raised over 4,632 dollars in the 2020-2021 school year.

Finance

Being a part of Alpha Gam is both a time & financial commitment.

New Member Cost: $625

*This cost includes dues, initiation fees, an official badge, and other obligations.

As an initiated member, expect:

Active (Out-House) Cost: $480

There are scholarships & payment plans that can be customized and worked out with VP Finance. Most women in our chapter are on a payment plan which splits up dues. There are ways to find support in this area.

Living in the house is a fun experience and strengthens sisterhood amongst members. Most of our members live in house and it is the responsibility of all members to fill the house. Rent is included with dues and looks like this:

Active (In-House) Cost: $2,297

*Broken into 4 payments of $574.25